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Jersey-Friendly Yards is your one-stop source of 
information for sustainable landscaping in New Jersey.

This website offers New Jersey-specific resources and tools to help you 
landscape for a healthy environment and a healthy economy.

Visit Jersey-Friendly Yards to get started today!

www.jerseyyards.org   

http://www.jerseyyards.org/


Forest garden est. 2018.  Tuckerton Nj. 
Market Garden. Regenerative agriculture. 

¾ Acre residential Site.



How I 
approach this 
& why I do 
this work

What I am…

A food access, food justice and 
climate justice advocate/activist, 
a sustainability practitioner, an 
educator, a regenerative 
agriculture farmer. 

What I am not…

An expert!  A biologist, 
horticulturist, a soil scientist, a 
climate scientist, a certified 
permaculture practitioner.



Bayside Park Community Farm, 
Bayside CA



Open Door Community Health 
Centers, Humboldt County, CA

Rx for Wellness, Community 
Gardens Program



Open Door’s Rx for Wellness, Community 
Food Access, Community Gardens Program



+no-till
+permaculture

+restoration/regenerative 
ag



Intentions 
for this 
talk...

• Get you excited about the myriad 
benefits of forest gardens and 
perennial polyculture!

• Share information about 
incorporating native (and 
non)edible & medicinal plants 
into your growing spaces -- 
inspire you to give it a try!

• Share information about how you 
can sequester carbon at the home 
& community scale with 
regenerative agriculture 
techniques! 



What is a food forest (forest garden)?

*Growing food by modeling nature
*an ancient, indigenous horticultural practice, 

reimagined for the 21st century.

*Useful at many scales and environments.





Forest Gardening centers around 
INtentionally-designed 
Perennial polyculture. 



The cultivation of diverse, perennial 
plant communities. 

Cultivating perennial plants in 
functional, mutually-beneficial groups, 

or guilds.



GUILDS:  a grouping 
of companion plants 

that support a 
central element for 
maximum harvest, 

maximum efficiency 
of resources, and 

use of space.





Source: vankalpermaculture.org 





Stacking 
functions:

Each element           
Of the design & 

each plant should 
have a minimum of 

two separate 
Functions.

Creating 
self-sustaining, 

efficient , resilient 
systems.

https://images.app.goo.gl/wCdoQ
VMnRoQFvhhh9



permaculture principle: Stacking functions:
Each element Of the design & each plant should have a minimum of 
two separate Functions.



Ecological benefits 
• Build soil
   +fix nitrogen

+draw up nutrients 
   +create mulch
   +habitat for microorganisms
   +add organic matter
Human benefits 
   +edible or medicinal uses
   +market value; cash crop/barter

+Shade
+wind block
+deer protection
+carbon 
sequestration

Stacking functions to consider:





Midwestpermaculture.com

Integrating 
guilds into 
existing 
landscape 
spaces 



Permaculture (& Forest Gardening) principles:
  
+Observation/knowledge of your space 
+Working with nature, not imposing your will 
+Minimizing inputs (designing 
self-sustaining/low-maintenance, resilient 
systems) 
+utilizing what you have available 



Planning: for Challenges, 
for abundance



Using Indigenous & Native edibles and 
medicinals to create guilds
Canopy trees:  
Oak,”american” 
chestnut,
walnut, pine, 
persimmon

Black walnut guild 



Using Indigenous & Native edibles and 
medicinals to create guilds
Canopy trees:  oak, 
chestnut,walnut, 
pine



Bringing back 
American 
Chestnut -- heavy 
hitter carbon 
sequestration!
(wiped out by blight/fungus in early 1900s)





Using Indigenous & Native edibles and 
medicinals for guilds — corylus americana 

For sub-canopy or shrub layer



Persimmon, paw paw, elderberry, crabapple



Shrub Layer:  beach plum, chokeberry, highbush 
Blueberry, Black Raspberry, blackberry, huckleberry, fig, 
Currents (white) 

Rubus occindentalis --INDIGENOUS FOODS!

BIrds love white currant!



The Herbaceous, Ground Cover and Root Zone layers -- 
my favorites!



Important 
guild-players:

Nitrogen-Fixers!

Native pollinator- 
attractors!

Dear protection!



Indigenous squashes!



Perennial edible native vining legume: hog peanut, 
Amphicarpaea bracteata



Forest Gardening & Regenerative Ag are 
strategies for climate mitigation

Source: IPCC (2014) Based on global emissions from 2010. 
Source:  University of California Carbon Neutrality Initiative



https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/magazine/dirt-
save-earth-carbon-farming-climate-change.html

Eric Toensmeier, 
author, appointed 
lecturer at Yale 
University, a Senior 
Biosequestration 
Fellow with Project 
Drawdown.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/magazine/dirt-save-earth-carbon-farming-climate-change.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/magazine/dirt-save-earth-carbon-farming-climate-change.html


Carbon sequestration
Carbon sequestration is the process by which 
atmospheric carbon dioxide is taken up by 
trees, grasses, and other plants through 
photosynthesis and stored as carbon in 
biomass (trunks, branches, foliage, and 
roots) and soils. 

(U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest 
Service)





analysis of the various 
Mitigation solutions to 
climate change, ranked 
by how much ghgs they 
reduce/replace.

Food and Ag solutions 
are at the top of the list! 

https://www.drawdown.org/solutions-summary-by-rank




CALIFORNIA AIR 
RESOURCES BOARD







The plant is taking 
in carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere, 
yes, but also the 
carbon coming back 
up through the soil.

The plant then 
recycles it back 
into the soil. 



It means we have to think of 
ourselves as “carbon farmers”



Carbon farming & 
Regenerative Agriculture:

A movement to produce food 
in a manner that can 
mitigate & help reverse 

global warming.



How do food Forests or Forest Gardening Help Sequester 
Carbon?

Image:  Community Food Forest, Bloomington Indiana.  
www.sustainableameric.org

+perennial crops
+reduced or 
elimination of 
tillage, digging, 
mowing, 
fossil-fuelled 
equipment used
+increasing soil 
carbon 
sequestration
+reduced lawn area



If you are going 
to replace/remove 
some lawn, keep 
carbon farming 
goals in mind!

What is 
happening 

here? → 



Challenges, 
considerations

+privilege
+climate change itself -- changing regional 
climates, migrating species, 



Questions?

THank you!


